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Abstract: In this work, we develop single-mode fiber devices of an InAs/GaAs quantum dot (QD) by
bonding a fiber array with large smooth facet, small core, and small numerical aperture to QDs in a
distributed Bragg reflector planar cavity with vertical light extraction that prove mode overlap and
efficient output for plug-and-play stable use and extensive study. Modulated Si doping as electron
reservoir builds electric field and level tunnel coupling to reduce fine-structure splitting (FSS) and
populate dominant XX and higher excitons XX+ and XXX. Epoxy package thermal stress induces
light hole (lh) with various behaviors related to the donor field: lh h1 confined with more anisotropy
shows an additional XZ line (its space to the traditional X lines reflects the field intensity) and larger
FSS; lh h2 delocalized to wetting layer shows a fast h2–h1 decay; lh h2 confined shows D3h symmetric
higher excitons with slow h2–h1 decay and more confined h1 to raise h1–h1 Coulomb interaction.

Keywords: InAs quantum dot; fine structure splitting; thermal stress; light hole level; photon pair;
polarization correlation; single-mode fiber coupling

1. Introduction

Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have been identified as a promising solid-state
quantum emitter with feasible integration of micro-cavities and enhanced coupling to
light as compared to real atoms. At stronger pump, several excited carriers presented in
a QD lead to multi-exciton states with sharp spectral lines separated energetically by the
confinement potentials and Coulomb configuration interactions. Each can be used as a
single-photon emitter, and a definite photon-pair emission is built in them. However, QD
light extraction relies on microscope optics with fine tuning; its coupling in single-mode
(SM) fiber with core diameter (DM) of 2–9 µm [1] for practical use—e.g., time-modulated
two-photon interference [2] or inter-QD interference [3]—is usually made by aspheric lens.
A direct near-field fiber bond realizes integrated single-QD emitters for a plug-and-play
stable use for extensive study. Instead of tapered fiber evanescent lateral coupling [4,5] or
cleaved fiber facet vertical coupling [6–8] with QD host precisely positioned to the fiber
core, an efficient vertical coupling of a QD at wavelength (λ) ~0.9 µm is proved by random
bond of V-groove fiber array with large smooth facet and no bend (i.e., angle self-aligned)
to QD chip with large-area low-density InAs/GaAs QDs in a distributed Bragg reflector
(DBR) cavity for vertical light extraction [9], with coupling efficiency mainly dependent
on the cavity; a >3-fold enhancement of fiber-output single-photons has been achieved in
an optimal pillar cavity with an intrinsic radiative lifetime < 0.2 ns (Purcell factor > 3) [10].
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This work presents our resent study on fiber devices: (1) a planar DBR cavity with only fun-
damental cavity mode (CM) is bonded to Nurfern 780HP SM fiber (numerical aperture (NA)
~0.13, DM ~4.4 µm) for optical mode overlap (Figure 1a), with single QD selected by small
DM and NA, enabling flexible SM-fiber selection (especially DM ~2 µm); (2) modulated Si
doping as electron reservoir [11] builds electric field and level tunnel coupling [12] to re-
duce fine-structure splitting (FSS) and populate dominant X and XX (in pair rate ~12 Mcps)
and higher excitons XX+ (2e12h11h2), XXX (2e12h11e21h2), XXX+ (2e12h11e22h2) and XXXX
(2e12h12e22h2); (3) epoxy thermal stress induces light hole (lh) h1 and h2 with various
distribution in the donor field to affect exciton symmetry, FSS, Coulomb interaction and
inter-level decay. The fiber-output XX-X pairs are promising for polarization correlation.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic fiber coupling of a QD in a planar DBR cavity; (b) spring pressure at QD
chip backside for bond; (c) model and (d) real image of epoxy package (dark blue) and copper
mount (yellow), cured ultraviolet adhesive (light blue) as a stress buffer, and a ceramic ferrule as
fiber interface; (e) setup for PL spectroscopy and photon correlations, inset: fused SM fiber BS
(780HP, Thorlabs) sometimes used; (f) PL spectra of single-QDs on sample: (left): intrinsic, (middle):
near hole defects, (right): near Si donors; (g) PL spectrum of fiber-coupled single QD, QD0 with a
dominant X+ and higher XX+ and X2+; inset: X+ auto-correlation with theoretical (red) and convoluted
(blue) fitting.

2. Materials and Methods

Dilute InAs QDs are grown in epitaxy on semi-insulating GaAs (001) substrates with
a gradient indium flux and subcritical deposition amount [13] and integrated in a planar
GaAs/Al0.9Ga0.1As DBR cavity with CM at 910~920 nm (Q~1300). As Figure 1f indicates,
QDs with no donor show a dominant X+ from background p-impurity; hole traps induce a
secondary X by a slow tunnel capture [14]; delicate modulated Si doping added above QDs
populate dominant X and XX. Single-QD region on chip is pre-selected by temperature
(T) ~5 K micro-photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy [15]; the fibers with single-QDs are
post-selected by T < 20 K PL spectroscopy by a fused SM fiber 650/980-nm wavelength
division multiplexer (WDM, SM28e). For no-space bond, a pressure is added (Figure 1b)
during the ultraviolet adhesive (Norland61) curing; bond separation is avoided by epoxy
package in copper mount (Figure 1c,d) that remains thermal stress (see Table 1, thermal
expansion coefficient, very large for cured epoxy); cured ultraviolet adhesive acts a stress
buffer to QD chip. PL spectroscopy is by spectrograph with a low-noise CCD under
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HeNe laser continuous-wave (cw) pump, power tuned by density filter (DF). Figure 1e
illustrates the Hanbury-Brown and Twiss (HBT) setup to measure correlations: fiber device
PL output connects a non-polarized 50:50 beamsplitter (BS) after λ > 900 nm longpass (LP)
set (optical density, OD > 12 at the laser 633 nm and >4 at the matrix PL, 800~870 nm);
exciton lines are filtered by narrowline bandpass (BP) (window λ < 930 nm, tunable by
tilt angle, ∆λ < 0.5 nm); multi-mode fiber (MMF) with collimator for collection and Si-
avalanched photodiode (APD) detectors for photon count; auto/cross-correlations g2(t)
between the two detectors are fitted with convolution of the HBT system response function
(Gaussian, approximately [16]) for decay time analysis; polarization is selected by a half-
wave plane (HWP) or quarter-wave plane (QWP) and a linear polarizer (P), also used to
observe FSS oscillation deduced from time-integrated PL spectra [11] and unaffected by
bi-refraction in fiber. For pulsed pump, a 640 nm diode laser with repeat rate ~80 MHz
and pulse width ~70 ps is used. The radiative lifetime and extraction efficiency are usually
measured/estimated under pulsed pump for QDs in flat band. For QD coupled to electron
reservoir, the tunnel population is different under cw and pulsed pumps: as seen below,
under pulsed pump, higher excitons are populated with XX and X emission efficiency
reduced; under cw pump, dominant X and XX populated can be considered as a pure
three-level ladder system to study the radiative lifetime and extraction efficiency. Under
above-band pump, QD emission includes population and radiation. The exciton intrinsic
radiative lifetime is estimated by the decay time in photon correlation under saturation
with dense carriers in the barrier for a rapid population. XX with 2e12h1 and independent
transitions of two e-h pairs shows an intrinsic radiative lifetime near half that of X, while
X+ has the same one as X. As our previous measure of auto-correlations of a dominant X+

shows [12], X+ decay time under saturation is 0.25 ns, reflecting X+ (X) intrinsic radiative
lifetime in a DBR cavity with >3-fold Purcell enhancement. Here, QD-fiber device, QD0
undoped, in Figure 1g also shows a dominant X+ with saturated decay time ~0.22 ns
and g2(0) ~0.02 (i.e., pure single photon). For QDs coupled to donor levels, the tunnel
population is usually dependent on the pump power [12], i.e., electron density in the
coupled level. A half-filled coupled level under cw pump shows XX (2e) population time
nearly twice that of X (1e) while under pulsed pump with electron reservoir temporally
saturated and the coupled level full-filled; X (1e) and XX (2e) tunnel population show nearly
the same time. Under saturation with XX and X in comparable intensity, X and XX decay
times in auto-correlations are used to estimate their intrinsic radiative lifetimes; the decay
time of bunching peak in their cross-correlation reflects the difference of their radiative
lifetimes. The fiber extraction efficiency is estimated with dominant XX and X spectral lines
under cw pump. This work presents three single-QD fiber devices, QD1~3 with donor
fields and level coupling, for illustration. A well selection of single QD (i.e., multi-excitons
from the same QD) is reflected. The donor field intensity is well characterized by lh h1 and
h2 formed in epoxy package thermal stress; their various distribution in the donor field
show lh excitons with different FSS, symmetry, h–h Coulomb interaction and inter-level
decay with physical understanding.

Table 1. Thermal expansion coefficient (α) of materials used in fiber bond.

Materials GaAs InAs Al0.9Ga0.1As Silica Cured Epoxy Copper

α (10−6/K) 5.7 4.5 5.2 0.5 57 18

3. Results
3.1. Electron Level Coupling and Stress-Induced lh Levels

Figure 2 presents QD2. The auto-correlations show nearly the same decay times for X
(0.8 ns) and XX (0.7 ns) under cw pump, while 0.4 ns corresponds to XX under pulsed pump
with photoelectrons temporally saturated in reservoir (which is half that of X—0.7 ns); as
the decay time of the bunching peak reflects, the difference of X and XX radiative lifetimes
is 0.3 ns, so X and XX show intrinsic radiative lifetimes of 0.6 ns and 0.3 ns, respectively,
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with the remaining 0.2 ns and 0.4 ns representing 1e and 2e tunnel population time under
cw pump with the coupled level half-filled, while 0.1 ns corresponds to 1e and 2e tunnel
under pulsed pump with the coupled level full-filled. X intrinsic radiative lifetime ~0.6 ns,
longer than X+ ~0.25 ns in a DBR cavity, reflects delocalized wave function in the coupled
level for slow e-h transition. By fitting experimental data under pulsed pump with double
exponential functions, the higher auto-correlation g2(0) (multi-photon probability)—0.3 for
X and 0.55 for XX—are obtained, nearly the same under cw pump, due to recapture from
reservoir [17], in contrast to near zero g2(0) for a dominant X+ in flat band (QD0 in Figure 1g).
In the non-pulse region of auto-correlation, the higher background count in X also reflects
a fluent 1e recapture. In fact, QDs here (include QD3 and QD1 in Figure 3) show a prior X
appearance under weak pump in power dependence slope of 1.0 and XX in slope of 1.7
(i.e., 1e filling in the coupled level), unlike a prior X− in [11] (i.e., 2e filling due to Fermi
level pin by a closer donor); the donor field is a little higher to get the minimal FSS: QD3 in
a lower field has FSS ~4 µeV while QD2 and QD1 in higher fields show higher FSS. There
is an additional X line, XZ, from lh h1 polarized in z-axis coexisting with the traditional X
lines (power-dependent spectra in Figure 2c and that of QD3 and QD1 in Figure 3), similar
to a strain-tuned GaAs QD [18]; the energy offset between XZ and the traditional X lines
reflects e-h separation, Stark shift and donor field intensity: 0.18 meV in QD3 (Figure 3a) in
a lower field and 1.68 meV in QD2 (Figure 2) and 1.89 meV in QD1 (Figure 3b) in a higher
field, consistent with monolithic increase of FSS from ~4 µeV in QD3 to ~6–12 µeV in QD2
and 35 µeV in QD1, due to lh h1 more confined with more anisotropy in the donor field. In
contrast, lh h2 is more delocalized: in QD3 in a lower field with lh h2 coupled to wetting
layer, a fast h2–h1 decay is expected and XXı̄1 (2e11h11h2) shows considerable intensity in a
broad linewidth from a fast h2–h1 decay of its transition target X01 (1e11h2); QD1 in a much
stronger field with lh h2 decoupled from wetting layer and confined in QD shows higher
excitons related to h2 such as X1 ı̄+, Xı̄1+ (1e11h21h2), X0 ı̄, XXı̄1, and XX1 ı̄ [19]—located
around XX [11] with D3h symmetric spectral features and slow h2–h1 decay, unlike C2v
featured X and XX with large FSS ~35 µeV; the slow h2–h1 decay is likely from their spatial
distribution as the model in Figure 3b inset indicates: the stress at QD base with large
strain distribution [20] forms lh h2 strongly confined there in the donor field and leads to
lh h1 being more confined (from h2 repulsion) for larger Vhh and slower h2–h1 decay; the
more confined h1 contains more anisotropy for larger FSS in XX and X; in QD2 in a high
field with lh h2 gradually decoupled from wetting layer by epoxy thermal stress during
cryogen circles (see spectra under 2nd and N-th cryogen circles, Figure 2a inset), lh h1
gets more confined to show increased e1–h1 overlap for shaper XZ, FSS raising from 6 to
12 µeV (i.e., e1–h1 overlap increased), X2+, XX+ and XXX blue-shift slightly (i.e., an increased
h1–h2 Coulomb interaction). In QD1 in a stronger field with lh h1 more confined, a shape
XZ, a large FSS and an increased h1-h1 Coulomb interaction Vhh to enlarge negative XX
binding energy EB(XX) = 2Veh − Vee − Vhh [21] as compared to the spectrum before epoxy
package (Figure 3b inset, with a slightly negative EB(XX) from the field-reduced Veh, e1–h1
Coulomb interaction) are shown. In QD2, under pulsed pump, XX+, XXX, and XXX+ get
relatively stronger (Figure 2a inset), due to rapid tunnel capture of 2e or 3e from reservoir
being temporally saturated. In comparison, QD3 shows the highest exciton of XX+, small
FSS ~4 µeV, and lower auto-correlation g2(0)—0.18 for X and 0.35 for XX—due to lower
donor reservoir, field, and recapture with nearly the same decay time (XX ~0.45 ns and X
~0.4 ns) under cw pump, shorter than QD2, reflecting excitons with less e–h separation in
the lower field and shorter radiative lifetimes—X ~0.25 ns and XX ~0.13 ns—with Purcell
enhancement kept; the remaining 0.15 ns and 0.32 ns represent 1e and 2e tunnel times. In
QD1 in a stronger electric field, the near zero auto-correlation g2(0) for X and XX and their
decay times under saturation (X ~0.5 ns and XX ~0.25 ns) reflecting their intrinsic radiative
lifetimes, longer than the usual (X ~0.25 ns in a DBR cavity, e.g., QD3 in a lower field) from
e–h separation in the field, but smaller than QD2 (X ~0.6 ns), with no tunnel population or
recapture due to a large stress field to confine e1 and h1 and improve their overlap (model
in Figure 3b inset). In all, the donor field and level tunnel coupling reduce FSS to ~4 µeV,
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compared to the usual 20~30 µeV in C2v QDs; unlike lh-heavy hole mixing of h1 in a donor
field [11], a pure lh h1 is formed in the stress field. The donor and stress field modulate lh
h1 and h2 distribution to tune exciton symmetry, FSS, Vhh, and inter-level decay.
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Figure 2. (a) PL spectra of single-QD fiber, QD2 in donor field with level coupling. Insets: spectrum
under pulsed pump; spectra in 2nd (red) and N-th (black) cryogen circles with shift of X2+, XX+, and
XXX; sharper XZ and raising FSS from 6 to 12 µeV; intensity pump power dependence. (b) Photon
auto-/cross-correlations under cw and pulsed pumps with theoretical (red) and convoluted (blue)
fitting, decay times given; FSS oscillation of XX and X. (c) Cw pump power-dependent spectra.
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Figure 3. PL spectra of single-QD fibers, (a) QD3 in lower donor field with small FSS and (b) QD1 in
stronger field with large FSS and negative EB enlarged by stress. (c) Schematic e and h distribution.
QD1 in stress field with e and h confined for more overlap shows X and XX with shorter decay time
and higher excitons in D3h symmetry (confined lh h1 and h2, model in inset). Insets: FSS oscillation,
photon correlations with similar fitting, QD1 spectrum before epoxy coverage.

3.2. High-Rate Photon Pairs and Polarization Correlation

The fiber devices prove efficient output. The high-rate XX-X pairs are obtained under
cw pump with moderate tunnel population when QD can be considered as a pure 3-level
ladder system for efficient quantum-pair emission. To estimate the overall fiber-output
photon-pair rate under cw pump, the optical route efficiency is estimated by PL spectral
peak intensity of an exciton line in QD2. As shown in Figure 4a, it is 12%, including
efficiencies of BP (83%), LP (80%), and MMF collection (18%). When XX and X are saturated
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with comparable intensity (i.e., ~40,000 cts per 0.1 s of its PL peak intensity), XX is filtered
and its single-photon rate is measured at Si-APDs, 240 kcps, corresponding to an overall
XX-X pair rate ~12 Mcps, taking into account Si-APD efficiency (33% at λ~900 nm) and
the optical route efficiency. As shown in Figure 2c, XX becomes dominant under higher
pump, with single-photon rate ~21 Mcps as estimated by PL intensity, the same level as a
pillar cavity before 1st lens (20~40 Mcps [22]), reflecting QD at the fiber core center with
coupling efficiency > 50%, consistent with simulation [23]. For QD with a dominant X+ and
radiative lifetime ~0.2 ns (QD0 in Figure 1g), the optimal fiber-output single-photon rate
will be the same ~20 Mcps. Figure 4b presents polarization-resolved XX-X correlations in
QD2 (FSS ~12 µeV): most clear in HH basis; high in HV, DD and DA from cross-dephasing,
carrier scattering or fiber bi-refraction that projects single-photon polarization in H or V
to reduce polarization correlation, and nearly zero in RR and RL, reflecting independent
HH and VV emissions with little superposition for R and L. The correlations are lower
under pulsed pump with the barrier carriers temporally saturated for scattering. For QD3
(FSS ~4 µeV), similarly, the most clear polarization correlation is shown in HH basis; the
theoretically predicted entanglement degree is >0.5 [24], but ~0.38 under low pump with
fewer barrier carriers for scattering, reflecting fiber bi-refraction to project single-photon
polarizations and degrade their polarization correlation, understood through math (α is
the phase between H and V):

DD = (H + eiαV)(H + eiαV)/2 = (HH + ei2αVV)/2 + eiαHV (1)

DA = (H + eiαV)(H − eiαV)/2 = (HH − ei2αVV)/2

The noisy correlation could be improved by reducing ‘cross-talk’ in HBT setup and
back reflection in fibers. To use the fiber-output photon pairs for detection, a post-selection
of polarization and time bin is used to recover the HH/VV correlation (see Figure 4c). More
desired, H and V polarizations can be kept in polarization-maintaining fiber, PM780HP,
for entanglement usage or resonant excitation. The fiber coupling efficiency can be further
improved by using SM fibers with tapered facet [25] or high NA [26].
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Figure 4. (a) PL spectra of QD2 to stimate optical route efficiency. The intensity ratio for integrated
time 0.1 s and 1 s is estimated by X peak intensity under low pump p350, i.e., 52,357/7570 = 6.9 (less
than 10 due to CCD processing time), which has been checked for many QDs, so the direct unfiltered
spectrum for integrated time of 0.1 s with peak intensity of 41,391 will be 41,391 × 6.9 = 286,276 at peak
intensity for integrated time of 1 s. The optical route efficiency is estimated by the filtered XX peak
intensity of 17,649 (one beam) and the direct unfiltered one of 286,276, 17,649 × 2/286,276 = 12%.
BP efficiency is estimated by BP filtered and unfiltered XX peak intensity: 17,649/21,308 = 83%.
X in comparable intensity, taking into account Si-APD efficiency. (b) Polarization-resolved XX-X
cross-correlations under cw and pulsed pumps. X in comparable intensity, taking intoaccount Si-APD
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efficiency. (b) Polarization-resolved XX-X cross-correlations under cw and pulsed pumps. (c) Post-
selection to prepare HH/VV correlation. (pink region) Setup: a 2 × 2 fused fiber BS to split light, a
SM fiber for delay in one beam, two P orthogonal polarized to select HH (VV) polarized photon pairs
in each beam, a BS to group them and separate XX and X for output, filtered by BPs. (bottom right)
Measurement results of polarization-resolved XX-X correlations with polarization in each output
selected by a P. HH and VV show bunching at zero delay while HV and VH show bunching at large
delays defined by the delay fiber length, which can be as long as ~km and neglected in time bin
selection (dashed rectangular).

4. Conclusions

In this work, we optimize the fabrication of single quantum dot (QD) fiber devices
and achieve XX-X pair rate ~12 Mcps for plug-and-play stable use and study. QDs coupled
to the donor electric field show smaller FSS and higher exciton population. Epoxy stress-
induced light hole (lh) h1 confined in QD raises FSS; lh h2 delocalized fastens h2–h1 decay;
lh h2 confined shows D3h symmetric excitons and more confined h1 with slow h2–h1 decay
and large h1–h1 Coulomb interaction. The combined donor field and stress field to tune lh
h1 and h2 distribution to affect QD exciton behaviors, e.g., FSS, is promising for a physical
understanding and a proper design of the hybrid QD structure.
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